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Flash Fire Mars Florida Trip
By John Picinich
Staff Writer
A bus en route to Daytona Beach, 
Florida, went up in flames near Exit 
Two of the New Jersey Turnpike on 
Friday, April 13. The Community 
Co. bus was transporting 48 
Montclair State students, 31 female 
students and 17 male students.
Thomas Milner, sole chaperone of 
the Florida trip, stated that no 
campus organization sponsored thp 
t r ip  vacation. " I t  was just a 
student-run tr ip ," he said.
The excursion to Daytona Beach 
was in itially planned to be a nine day 
long vacation, with the students 
boarding in 12 reserved rooms at the
Riviera Hotel, according to Milner.
Before fire enveloped the bus, 
students had heard a "thumping 
noise," Milner related. Milner, Charlie 
Hecht, general manager of WVMS, 
Ken - Miller and the bus driver 
investigated the tires of the bus, 
finding that the inner rear tire on the 
right side had a "chunk of tire out," 
Milner said.
Milner also stated the driver said 
that the tire slash would eventually 
wear o ff once the bus resumed its 
scheduled run to Daytona.
"Heat and friction of the inner 
tire rubbing against the outer tire 
caused both tires to smoke," Milner 
said, "the bus stopped and all the
students got out of the bus," he 
continued.
When smoke started to enter the 
bus some of the students started to 
panic, some jumping out of the 
windows once the bus stopped, 
according to Milner.
Milner related that he and the bus 
driver extinguished the small fire 
with a fire extinguisher. However, 
passing trucks on the Turnpike 
created a wind that reignited the fire 
twice. The third time, he said, the 
bus caught on fire, intense heat 
causing the windows to pop.
"W ithin five minutes the bus went 
up in flames," he said.
Milner stated that he then went to
a telephone booth and called the 
president of Community Bus Co., 
John Gallagher, asking the company 
president to cancel the remainder of 
the trip and send a bus to return the 
students to the campus.
Gallagher told Milner to calm 
down and "made an offer that he 
would send another bus and $4000 in 
cash if the trip continued,”  Milner 
said.
Hecht stated that 40 students lost 
all luggage and personal items such as 
cameras, textbooks and wallets in the 
fire.
Milner then came back to the 
scene of the fire and took a poll of all 
the students on whether to continue
or not. "Many students lost all their 
money and clothes," he emphasized, 
"bu t they all decided to continue the 
trip ."
The new bus, after a stop in 
Fayeteville, N.C. to pick up a new 
bus driver and other scheduled stops 
throughout the journey for food and 
refreshment, reached Jacksonville, 
Florida, w ithout further mishap. 
"The students spent two hours in 
Jacksonville shopping for clothes," 
Milner stated.
"An insurance company of the 
bus company will settle all claims”  
the students have on their lost 
property, Milner said.
Richardson Not Proposed 
To Succeed Marburger
Gulf Protest  ^
Stepped Up
By Carla Capizzi and 
Patricia Marcorelli
Staff Writers
A ltho ugh  M SC President Thom as  
H. Richardson's name was not 
included in a list of recommendations 
fo r  rep lacem ents to Carl L.
Marburger, former Commissioner of 
Education, there is still "a reasonable 
opportunity that he might be 
appointed."
That statement was made by 
James H. Mullen, president of Jersey 
City State College. Mullen is a 
member of a group of former and 
present college and bank heads who 
are moving to make Richardson a 
candidate for the position.
The recom m endations were 
submitted to NJ Governor William T.
Cahill by the state Board of 
Education at Cahill’s request. The 
governor has the power to appoint 
th e  c o m m is s io n e r  b u t his 
appointment is subject to approval 
by the NJ legislature.
Neither Richardson's name nor 
the name of Dr. Edward Kilpatrick
Blumenstock Cops 
Top Sports A w ard
" I  have no comment," said Kathy Blumenstock as she went into jock 
shock upon receiving first prize in the Pi Delta Epsilon Sportswriting Contest. 
The Montclair State sophomore was the first woman in the history of the 
contest to cop the top spot for sportswriting.
The winning story, headlined "O f Knees and Cleats and Drugs and Turf," 
appeared in the MONTCLARION on December 15 and was the second of a 
two-part series on knee injuries.
BLUMENSTOCK, A MONTCLARION copy editor and sportswriter, was 
awarded a $25 check and a gold engraved letter-opener on Tuesday afternoon 
in the MONTCLARION office as a crowd of about 12 clapped and cheered.
The prize was presented by Carol Sakowitz, who, along with Mary Jude 
Smith and editor-in-chief Susan Kelly, had attended the Pi Delta Epsilon 
national convention in Macon, Ga. It was at the convention that awards were 
announced for all aspects of collegiate journalism: news writing, editorials, 
features and photography, along with sportsyvriting.
In addition to writing for the MONTCLARION, Blumenstock is also the 
sports editor for the South Bergenite, a weekly paper published in Rutherford. 
She has also had several articles published in The New York Times in the New 
Jersey Sports feature column and was commissioned to write a feature story 
for The Times about Kevin Cooney, a former pitcher for the MSC baseball 
team currently pitching for the Minnesota Twins farm team in the Western 
League. t
was included in the list. Kilpatrick 
was named Acting Commissioner of 
Education by Cahill on March 2.
Thomas H. Richardson
Still Has Chance —
Although Mullen was "surprised" 
that Richardson's name was not 
among those recommended to the
governor, he explained that this 
"does not necessarily mean he is not 
being considered." ' i  think he is 
well-qualified and has support in the 
state," Mullen explained. " I  wouldn't 
rule out the possibility that he is a 
cand idate  even i f  he wasn't 
mentioned in the magazine article," 
he c o n t in u e d . The lis t  o f 
recommendations was published last 
Sunday in a Newark Star Ledger 
article by Robert J. Braun.
M u llen  does not forsee a 
permanent appointment in the near 
future. "The logical time to make the 
decision is after the (November 
gubernatorial) election," he stated. 
He added that there is a “ possibility a 
Democrat w ill be elected; then that's 
a whole new ball game."
The group has received "a number 
o f positive replies,”  Mullen declared, 
and it intends to contact those who 
responded. He thinks that those who 
have already written should make 
their views "publically known.”
By Diane Forden
Staff Writer
The movement to remove Gulf Oil from campus is escalating 
according to senior psychology/history major Lloyd Furberg, 
spokesman for the Task Force Against Racism.
Furbert said, " I  believe in the decency of the students but feel 
that they have not become more actively involved because of their 
ignorance of the situation. Our primary concern is the oppression in 
Africa," he continued. " I t  is true that other oil companies are based 
in Africa but the difference is that they are operating through the 
sovereign states whereas Gulf is cooperating with and supporting the 
Portuguese in Mozanbique. The Portuguese are exploiting the 
Africans and deriving economic benefits from them," he concluded.
Furbert also acknowledged that the MSC Gulf Action Group is 
being funded but would not reveal the source.
Despite the expanding protest, there has been no direct contact 
between Gulf officials and the MSC protestors. Furbert noted that 
Michael Lowenthal, Student Center director and Gregg Carroll, the 
Center's assistant director, contacted the company but "G ulf did 
not see f it  to send representatives. We are still attempting to get in 
touch with the NY Gulf office to see if they'll send representatives," 
Furbert said.
A forum, entitled "Struggle in Africa”  is scheduled for today, 
April 26 in Ballroom C of the Student Center from 11 am 
to 1:30 pm. A film  illustrating the African situation will be shown 
and speakers from several national groups will explain the Gulf 
position in Africa.
SGA EXECUTIVE ELECTIONS 
Monday, April 30 -  
Tuesday, May 1 
8am-5:30pm
General Store, First Floor, 
Student Center
Profiles of the Candidates Are Included 
In Today’s MONTCLARION
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M O N T C L A R IO N /J a m e s  D . H ile
THE LONE CANDIDATE — SGA president Sam Crane is running unopposed 
fo r the position o f student representative on the Board o f Trustees.
Referendums Question 
Cum And Class Funding
S tudent Government election 
time is around the corner. Along with 
voting fo r the various executive 
offices and legislative posts, there w ill 
be three referendum issues on the 
ballot.
In order for the results of the 
referendum to be valid, 30% of the 
student body must vote. The results, 
if valid, w ill become effective June 1, 
1973.
The first referendum question 
concerns the lowering of this 
percentage from the present 30% to 
15% o f the student population.
ACCORDING TO Kathy Ragan, 
current vice president of the SGA, 
not many of the students come out
to vote in the elections. By lowering 
the percentage needed for validation 
of referendum issues, there is more 
of a possibility for referendum results 
to be bondafide, explained Ragan.
The second referendum question 
concerns the lowering of the 
cum ulative grade point average 
required for all elected offices from 
the present 2.5 to 2.0. This will 
enable more students to run for 
office, Ragan stated. According to 
Ragan, a 2.0 cum is needed to stay in 
school and prevents anyone on 
academic probation from running for 
office.
The f in a l referendum issue 
questions the effectiveness of the
class structure. "Is it necessary to 
fund the classes?" is the question 
under discussion, according to Ragan.
"AT PRESENT the four classes 
do not partake in many of the 
activities o f the college," stated 
Ragan. Aside from Homecoming and 
C arn iva l, where involvement is 
limited, the only class sponsored 
activities are Junior Ball and Senior 
Ball and Banquet.
Out of the $60 activity fee each 
student pays, $2.75 is alloted to the 
four classes. The junior and senior 
classes get 35% each and the 
freshmen and sophomore classes get 
15% each o f the total allotment.
SGA VICE-PRESIDENT: ...shall be the speaker of and preside over the meetings of the Student Legislature.
Tom Barrett Betty O ’Keefe
Instill "Initiative” Wants More Cohesive S G A
Vice-presidential candidate Tom 
Barrett would like to see the SGA 
legislature re-organized to make it 
more representative. He also feels the 
presfent committee system for 
legislative bills should be thoroughly 
researched.
Barrett sees "instilling initiative" 
as one o f the vice-president's 
responsibilities. According to Barrett, 
the vice-president also should clarify 
a legislator's responsibilities and 
maintain communications with the 
reps.
PUBLIC RELATIONS, in Barret's 
opinion, is an important aspect of the 
number two executive's role. He
would embark on what he called a 
"good public relations program" to 
keep the student body informed of 
SGA actions.
Barrett says he is "w illing to work 
for the students." He feels he has 
"been involved" and has "adequate 
experience" for the job. Currently he 
co-cha irs  the  C om m ittee  on 
C o m m u te r  A ffa irs . He was
instrumental in establishing the 
shuttle bus service last semester.
Barrett is still involved with the
By Tom Benn
Staff Writer
" I 'm  a little  cautious about listing 
my qu a lifica tio ns ," says Chris 
Breeden. " I  mean a guy says that he's
Chris Breeden
been involved in all these different 
things and how, if he's elected, he's 
going to start bringing changes. Well, 
if he was involved, why haven't the 
changes already started appearing?"
Breeden is a candidate for the
shuttle and recently worked with the 
college administration to obtain two 
shelters for shuttle riders.
Tom Barrett
For the past two years, Barret has 
been a member of the legislature. He 
also holds a seat on the Student 
Center Policy Board. Barrett served 
on his departmental Personnel 
Advisory Committee last year.
Expressing cautious optimism, 
Barrett said, " I  can't say the SGA 
will be more responsive, but I'll give 
it a try ."
vice-presidency of the SGA and 
rather than talk about what he has 
done in the past, he prefers to talk 
about what he will do in the future. 
He is a junior sociology major from 
Montclair.
"M Y  GOALS are first, to get 
more veterans involved in campus 
activities; second, to get HRL better 
funded and represented on campus; 
third, to get day care recognized as a 
vital part o f the education process.
" I  also want to re-evaluate 
appropriations and give them out a 
little  more freely. I want to figure 
out the difference between Class One 
and Class Two organizations and see 
why one gets better funding. I want 
to disband the political machine and 
get new ideas, people and approaches 
into the SGA.
Will he win? Breeden says, "A  
man who makes a prediction on an 
event is either a fool or a hypocrite 
and I'm  neither in this situation."
By John Picinich
Staff Writer
B e t t y  A n n  O 'K e e fe ,  a 
co-chairperson of the Committee for 
B e tte r Human Relations, is a 
candidate running for the SGA 
vice-presidency.
O’Keefe is president of the 
Students for Reform and Action, on 
the Campus Community Program 
Advisory Board and a member o f the 
Central Committee of the Task Force 
for Action Against Racism.
AMONG THE issues on the 
platform that both she and Michael 
King, candidate for SGA presidency, 
are running on is a plan for a
By Rosemary Morra
Staff Writer
Deborah Gerdes, a sophomore 
psychology major, is among the 
nominees for SGA vice president.
Gerdes was appointed to the SGA 
legislature last September, where she 
became "aware of MSC's problems." 
She has been associated the the 
appropria tion  committee, which 
reviews all monetary bills, and the 
goals retreat, which establishes future 
g o a ls  f o r  bo th  Class One 
o rg an iza tio ns  and SGA. After 
becoming more involved in MSC's
Deborah Gerdes
political organizations, she decided to 
run for SGA's vice presidency.
If  elected, Gerdes explained that 
she especially wants the SGA 
publicized more, since most students 
do not even know how their $60 
activity fee is distributed.
Gerdes graduated from Kearny 
High School in 1971 where she was 
active in the student council and
Betty O'Keefe
Deborah Gerdes
president of her sorority, Tri Sigma. 
As a freshman at MSC, she 
participated in last year's carnival and 
the freshman float for homecoming.
parentally controlled Daycare Center. 
" I t  (the Daycare Center) is a vital, 
real student need that would be open 
to the whole college community,”  
she said.
The platform also calls for a 
breakdown of the Student Center 
budget as well as a letter to each 
s tud en t each semester with a 
breakdown of the $60 studom 
activities fee, concise statements on 
each Class One organization and a 
"rationalization on how much each 
one receives," she commented.
O'KEEFE closed with the slogan 
o f both she and King, "We listen ... 
We respond."
Presently she is an SGA legislator 
from the psychology department, 
secretary of her class, 1975 and 
treasurer of the psychology club.
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Chris Breeden
Looks Toward Future
”Aw are of” M SC  Problems
MOHTCLAMON/Thurs.. April 6, 1973.3.
SGA PRESIDENT The executive power shall be vested in the President of the Student Government Association.
Angelo Genova
P f Bring The SGA Home ”
"T h e  SGA pres ident has 
overstepped his bounds. He should 
deal with our own problems and not 
w ith massive programs that are 
impossible to get. He should bring
Angelo Genova
the SGA home to what the students 
want," explained Angelo Genova, 
candidate for the SGA presidency. 
"We cannot expect any student to
have faith in the SGA until it proves 
that it can reach some tangible goals, 
no matter how minor. The problems 
of our campus must be met as top 
p rio rity ," emphasized the sophomore 
history major.
"NO  MATTER how minor the 
problems, the SGA should deal with 
them. Improving our health center, 
reviewing the effectiveness of campus 
security and innovations in the 
curriculum are but a few areas where 
the SGA can be effective. Above all 
the students should know why things 
are the way they are. The SGA must 
be opened up so that students can 
decide its direction," continued 
Genova.
Genova has been an SGA 
legislator for two years and has 
served as president pro-tempore of 
the legislature for the past three 
semesters. He is also serving as 
chairman of the SGA Constitutional 
Review Committee.
Genova is currently president of 
the Class of '75 and a resident 
assistant in Stone Hall. He is also 
actively involved with the History
Michael King
C lub, H ealth  C enter Services 
C o m m itte e  and the Student 
Administration Faculty Everyone 
Committee (SAFE).
" I N  PAST years the class 
organizations have shown themselves 
to be unviable. It's only in the past 
year or so that this trend has been 
reversed," said Genova. " I  think 
we’ve got to take a long hard look at 
the class organizations before we 
decide their future," he added.
"The SGA has had a terrible 
problem of communication with the 
students, many of whom have been 
disillusioned to the point of total 
apathy," claims Genova. "I want to 
make the SGA something the 
students can feel; something that 
serves you, not disconcerns you. I 
want to make the SGA a human 
organization, not the formal, almost 
secretive organization it is now," he 
emphasized.
"The only way that we can bring 
the studen ts  back in to  the 
organization is to produce," he 
continued. " I  plan to do just that."
Kathy Ragan
Understands SG A
MSC: His"First ”
"We are concerned with the 
statewide organizing of students but 
our first and major concern is getting 
together MSC," says Michael King, 
SGA presidential contender.
King, a junior sociology major, 
stands easily over six feet with wavy, 
dark, disheveled hair. He wears an 
oversized button with his campaign 
slogan, "We listen... we respond". He 
speaks s lo w ly , th o u g h tfu lly ,  
quietly. He is perhaps best know for 
his lion's share role in securing a 
home for the Drop-In Center.
IN KEEPING with an emphasis 
on local politics, he outlines a 
platform shared by his running mate, 
B e tty  Anne O'Keefe, a vice 
presidential hopeful. King states they 
will push for a day care center at 
MSC "w ith  parental control, not 
de pa rtm e n ta l o r administrative 
control."
T h e  p la t f o r m  h e a d lin e s  
opposition to armed security guards 
and municipal ticketing on campus 
and proposes mailing SGA budget 
breakdowns to all students at the 
beginning o f each semester. It 
suppo rts  establishing a faculty 
parking fee ("they should pay for 
choice parking"), and expanding the 
Student Center hours " to  a more 
reasonable closing time."
Of particular interest to campus 
residents is King's recommendation
that Class One organizations sponsor 
more weekend activities and his 
promise to investigate alternative 
food plans, making the meal ticket 
optional.
The King/O'Keefe platform also 
includes reinstating the tradition of
groundwork, the footwork. In my 
administration the SGA legislature 
would take a more active role and I 
have the experience needed in 
coordinating people."
T h a t  expe rience  includes 
positions as Drop In Center director, 
Public Relations director of the SGA, 
Human R e la tions Laboratory 
Chairm an, Newman Community 
vice-president and others.
King is running as a write-in 
candidate because he did not meet 
the required cumulative average of 
2.5. He explained that an error on his 
transcript was not changed in time to 
meet the SGA deadline.
"The SGA president should be 
someone who knows everything that 
is going on but shouldn't spread 
himself too thin. He or she should be 
able to delegate authority to SGA 
cabinet members or the legislature as 
the president's representative."
This is the philosophy expressed 
by Kathy Ragan, contender in next 
week's presidential contest and 
current SGA vice-president.
RAGAN EXPLAINED, "This was 
one of the things that went wrong 
this past year. The fault of this year's 
administration was too tight control 
and not enough delegation of 
authority."
The junior math major sees the 
questions of concrete student power 
and student space allocations as 
major campaign issues. She considers 
a student vote on the Board of 
Trustees and participation on the 
state bargaining board for faculty 
contracts as essential to student 
needs and power.
Continuity is important to the 
SGA, Ragan stated. She is running 
because she feels she can "provide 
c o n t in u ity  in  the  sense o f 
understanding the fuctions and 
shortcomings o f the SGA -  what it 
can and can't accomplish."
RAGAN NOTED that in order to 
obtain a student vote on the board a 
state statute must be changed. "The 
best way to do this is to organize all 
the state colleges to petition for it. 
Now that the New Jersey Student 
Union is being organized, this may be 
the means to get a trustees vote."
The candidate also believes that 
students should have a say in 
faculty-state contract bargaining. 
"The students are the third party, 
but we never get to speak. If the 
faculty requested a cut in office-hour 
time, we'd have nothing to say."
A member o f Kappa Sigma Rho 
sorority, Ragan also served as 
freshman orientation chairman for 
two years and as Vice-President of 
the Class of 1974. She also was 
recording secretary of the College
Wayne Russin
Life Union Board and is currently a 
member of the Student Center Policy 
Board.
Commenting on the displacement 
of student organizations in Life Hall 
by the planned relocation of Dr. 
Donald Mintz, dean o f the School of 
Fine and Performing Arts, Ragan 
said, " I 'd  like to see a compromise. 
Several groups have been affected by 
giving the Rec Lodge to the Drop-In 
Center and moving Dean Mintz out 
of the lodge. I t ’s ended up turning 
students against students. The Jewish 
Student Union holds Hebrew classes 
and needs a place to conduct them."
THE DARK-HAIRED candidate 
said that one possible solution is to 
partition the snack bar and that an 
SGA legislator is also looking into
Kathy Ragan
classroom use in the fine arts building 
to see if space is available.
Interviewed in her Lodi home, 
Ragan discussed the Student Center 
Policy Board. She explained that the 
board can advise the center's director 
on any matter, but he does not have 
to accept its advice. "The policy 
board is separate from the SGA, but 
we are represented on it. The SGA 
can't go in and take control; we can 
push for it but don't have to the right 
to insist on it. I believe there is a 
s t ip u la tio n  w ith  the center’s 
bondholders that the building must 
have a full-time director."
Unity Brings Strength
Michael King
ringing La Campana, the bell atop 
College Hall and choosing street 
names for the college's roadways.
" I  AM A fighter. I speak up. I 
speak my mind," he says in confident 
tones. "Very important are the 
follow-ups to legislative bills, the
Sophomore Wayne Russin is also 
vying for the presidential spot. The 
math major, a Butler resident, is 
running on a Socialist platform. As 
one of his qualifications for holding 
office, Russin cited a political science 
course in Maoist China. He also said 
he had administrative experience
MSC students may opt to write in their personal choices for SGA positions when they vote this coming 
Monday and Tuesday.
The procedure to do so is both fast and simple, according to SGA president Sam Crane.
To write in a vote, a student must bring a pen or pencil into the voting booth with him. In the booth, the 
candidates for each office will be listed in separate rows. There w ill also be rows containing the three 
referendum questions. A t the end of each row will be a space for one write in vote in that category. All the 
voter must do is open the sliding door covering the ballot. He may then write in his candidate's name and 
depress the lever beside the ballot. When the curtain is opened, his vote is recorded and a blank ballot rolls 
into place in the slot. There is no way for the next voter to know what was written in. A voter may not both 
write in a candidate and depress another lever in that same category, Crane warned. Only the first vote 
registered in each category is recorded.
Poll workers will be on hand throughout the election to assist voters and answer questions. They will be 
armed with information sheets and diagrams to aid confused voters.
while in high school.
A t Tuesday's MONTCLARION 
press conference, Russin called for 
s tu d e n t  m o b i l i z a t io n  and 
organization as a means of wielding 
student power.
Russin also feels it is necessary for 
the state colleges to organize and 
meet on a regular basis. He believes 
the colleges "can do things, if they 
join together."
Russin said that the Class One 
o r g a n iz a t io n s  w e re  ' ' t o o  
au tono m ou s" and should be 
"responsive to the SGA." He also 
criticized the SGA, saying it often 
"ru b b e rs ta m p e d " organization 
budgets.
He also declared that he "would 
not sign any bill not responsive to the 
students as a whole." Wayne Russin
4.M O N TC LA R IO N /Thurt„  April 26. 1973.
SGA SECRETARY: ...shall maintain all records and files of the Student Government Association, Inc.
r
Maggie Capuano
Because the Montclair State student body "has little  knowledge 
of what the SGA is and how it can work for them,”  Maggie Capuano 
wants to work to make the SGA more "communicative." She feels 
she can "relate to dorm life and various campus problems" because 
she has experienced both on and off campus living.
The business major pointed out that she has experience in both 
typing and shorthand. She currently serves as clerk to the SGA. 
Because the organization's secretary was out student teaching 
Capuano was sometimes called upon to assume her duties.
Capuano has served on the House Council at Bohn Hall. In 
addition, she is also a member of the Personnel Advisory Committee 
(PAC) for the department of business administration sciences.
"A  secretary should not allow 
herself to be limited by the literal 
scope of her position,”  said Blanche 
Smith, candidate for SGA secretary. 
" I f  elected not only would I fu lfill
Blanche
Smith:
Not
Limited
the job requirements, but would also 
work on student oriented causes 
outside the SGA," she continued. 
Smith, a sophomore economics
News Desk /
•  Senior Portraits
•  APO Blood Drive
•  Alumni Weekend
SENIOR PORTRAITS of 1974 MSC 
graduates w ill be taken for La 
Campana from Mon., May 7 to Fri., 
May 11 and from Mon., May 14 to 
Fri., May 18.
Students can sign up from Mon., 
April 30 to Fri., May 4 in the 
Student Center lobby.
Alpha Phi Omega is sponsoring a 
blood drive on Wed., May 2 from 10 
am to 3 pm in the Student Center.
Sat., April 28 has been designated
as Alum ni Weekend. Thomas
Gregory, director of the Correctional
Education Program, will discuss
"MSC and Prison Education" from *
10-11 am in the conference room in 
the Student Center.
Dr. Constance Waller will 
participate in the weekend by leading 
a Women’s Center roundtable from 
10-11 am in the Women's Center in 
Life Hall.
The seminars scheduled from 11 
am - noon include "MSC In
Student Center 
Cinema
presents
Little
Rascals
Comedies
Ballroom B 
Tuesday May 1
Noon — 2 p.m.
Continuing Education," by Raymond 
A st, d ire c to r  o f C on tinu ing  
Education, in the Alumni lounge of 
Life Hall.
"Jerome Rockwood Presents" 
will be held in the studio theater and 
the 10 am Women's Center program 
will be held again at 11 am.
If You Are Bugged 
By Your VW  
Call LITTLE CAR
Everything For The Bug!!
Little Car Co.
173 Glenridge Ave. 
Montclair 783-5380
Veterans 
Who Desire 
Tutoring
A ll fees pa id  by the V.A. 
Inquire  a t
The Veterans A ffa irs  O ffice  
Room 215A C ollege H a ll
N Y  M ets vs C inncinnati Reds
Weds., May 2 (night)
$3 -  2 free buses
" Grease"  M ay 9
$7 -- free bus 
Orchestra seats
Roosevelt Raceway M ay 16
$2 -  Admission to Club House Reserved Seat Section 
Free Bus Free scratch sheets Refreshments
All tickets on sale 
starting Mon., April 30 
in the CLUB Office, fourth floor.
Student Center
major, is currently an active member Force Against Racism subcommittee 
of the presidential search committee. o f  f in a n c ia l  a id s /s tu d e n t  
She is also a member of the Task employment.
THE SUBURBAN
Friday and Saturday Night 
Live Entertainment
Wednesdays............................ Singles Night
Pizza - Home Style Sandwiches
619 Bloomfield Avenue Ample Parking
Montclair, N. J.
(Just off Valley Road intersection)
SGA
and
Board of Trustees
Campaign
Speeches
Friday, April 27th
Student Center Ballroom
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SGA TREASURER ...shall disburse all monies appropriated by the Student Legislature.
By Liz Hamilton
Staff Writer
Miguel Mena, candidate for SGA 
treasurer, was discussing rumors that 
the college administration might try 
to taku control of SGA funds. " I f  
that happens, I w ill personally fight
Miguel
Mena:
Fight
For
Funds
skin-and-teeth in opposition."
The sophomore psychology major 
explained that the key to SGA power 
is money and student support. " I f  
there are a lot of financial problems 
in the SGA, students might not trust 
other students and might turn to the 
administration,”  he explained.
Besides his positon as assistant 
treasurer, Mena has served as an SGA 
rep for uncommitted students and 
president of the Latin American 
Students Association. He also spent 
one year as the MONTCLARION's 
business manager.
One of this year's candidates for 
SGA treasurer is Maria Oliva, a 
sophomore majoring in child services 
in the home economics department.
She has been involved with the 
SGA since her freshman year. Oliva
Maria
Oliva:
No
Elite
Croup
said she would work to strengthen it 
as a student organization. Many 
students feel that the SGA is an elite 
group, she continued, and students 
should be aware that it represents 
them and it is there for their benefit.
Along with serving as an SGA 
legislator, Oliva works on the 
Appropriations Committee with the 
present SGA treasurer, Diana 
Terlizzi. She is also treasurer for the 
sophomore class. Oliva served as 
chairwoman of Who's Who in 
American Colleges and has worked 
on the SGA elections committee.
S ' ^
Clive Brown
" I think the work of the 
treasurer should be broadened," 
stated Clive Brown, candidate for 
SGA treasurer. He feels that the 
duty of the treasurer is to be a 
financial controller which covers 
more territory than the restrictive 
"glorified bookkeeper" duties of 
a treasurer.
He has experience working in 
the New York Stock Exchange
LOUVIS CHAR-BROIL
613 Valley Road, Upper Montclair
Breakfast — Lunch — Dinner 
Mon.-Fri. — 7 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m.-3 p.m.
746-0911 Homemade Candies
CLOSED MONDAY RAY GUALTIERI
Creative Hair S tyling fo r Men
Call for an appointment: 626 VALLEY ROAD
744-9556 UPPER MONTCLAIR, N.J.
The Paperback Book Shop
The Students Store
All Outline Series in Stock
Barnes & Noble, Monarch, Barron's, Schaum's, Littlefield Adams, 
Cliff Notes, College Notes, "11000 paperback titles in stock"
Special orders taken for students
580 Bloomfield Ave. Bloomfield, NJ 
at the 5 corners 
743-4740
IN F O R M A T IO N
Pregnancy test available on request. An Abortion can be arranged within 24 
hours and you can return home the same day you leave!
CALL COLLECT:2 1 5 . 735-8100
O P E N  7 D A Y S  A  W E EK  A  Non-Profit O rganization  24 H O U R S
and the First National City Bank 
of New York.
As treasurer he would "try  to 
maintain a device for the more 
s t r in g e n t  c o n tro l o f the 
disbursement of cash."
V J
CLASSIFIED
A vailable: Chick singer In to  ‘ top  
fo r ty ’, ligh t rock and com m ercial. 
Can double on organ and electric  
v io lin . Have 6 years experience and 
h a v e  originals. Desires gigs on 
p art-tim e  basis an d /o r recording. Call 
9 2 3 - 9 1 7 8  u n t i l  5 :1 5  pm or 
9 2 3 -2 1 6 6 .
S u m m e r  jo b  fo r  conclentious  
m e c h a n ic a l ly  o r ie n te d  student 
lo o k in g  fo r fu ll tim e help In 
c o n s t r u c t in g  l ig h tw e ig h t  sport 
a ir p la n e .  P r io r  experience not 
essential bu t fa m ilia rity  w ith  hand  
to o ls  a n d  m ech an ica l draw ing  
help fu l. Call evenings 6 7 2 -7 0 3 0 .
ECOLOGY NEEDS EVERYONE. 
Shaklee's non-polluting cleaning 
producrs help nature, help you. 
Economical. For free delivery call 
772-6635 (Leave message)
VOTE!! VOTE!! VOTE!! VOTE!!
SGA EXECUTIVE
and
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
ELECTIONS
Monday, April 30th 8-5:30 
Tuesday, May 1st 8-5:30 
General Store - Student Center
VOTE!! VOTE!! VOTE!! VOTE!!
I < f S' *> • » - 1
M o n tc la r io n K aren W angner
Voi. 47, No. 30 Montclair, N. J. 07043 Thurs., April 26, 1973.
Serving the College Community Since 1928
Susan Kelly editor-in-chief 
Carla Capizzi managing editor To Forget Reward
King 
Our Vote
The upcoming SGA elections present a very difficult 
decision in choosing the four people who will determine the 
future course o f the SGA.
Confusing is a good word to describe the campaigns thus 
far. No candidate has presented any new or different 
proposals which make him or her stand out. A possible 
exception are the proposals o f presidential candidate Wayne 
Russin to run the SGA according to the dictates o f Mao 
Tse-tung. His uniqueness, unfortunately, removes him from 
the ranks o f the serious candidates.
Because the remainder o f the candidates present similar 
promises for the future, it is necessary to look to past 
performance in choosing the best candidate.
We support Michael King for the position of SGA 
president. Through his work in obtaining the Drop-In 
Center, King has proven himself to be a hard worker who, 
upon setting a goal, will work tirelessly to obtain it.
After last year’s SGA executive elections, a group of 
defeated candidates united to protest what they considered 
to be unfair election procedures. Although the protest 
eventually fizzled out, the signatures o f many students had 
been obtained on petitions protesting the elections.
It was King who did the leg work in obtaining the 
signatures. He was the driving force behind the movement if 
not the most vocal. It is this quiet dedication that will make 
him a very good president if elected.
Among the candidates for the remainder of the offices, 
the only one who draws interest is Clive Brown, candidate 
for SGA treasurer. Brown has a comprehensive knowledge 
o f finances and wins our support for the position. His 
experiences in, the stock market and in banking will prove 
invaluable if elected.
Percentage 
Must Lower
Referendums have long proved an obstacle in the path 
o f any change thataffectsthe student body as a whole. Any 
major change that affects the entire campus must be put to 
a referendum but the referendum will not take effect unless 
30% of the students vote in the election.
Unless the issue concerns money, it is almost impossible 
to get 30% of the students out to vote and, as a result, 
referendums very often fail.
The first referendum question calls for the lowering o f 
this 30% requirement. It would require only 15% voter 
turnout to pass future referendums.
This referendum must be passed or referendums will 
continue to be a failure. Of course, unless 30% of the voters 
show up, the percentage can’t be lowered.
The second referendum question concerns the lowering 
o f the cum requirement for SGA office from 2.5 to 2.0. 
This must also be passed because there is no reason why the 
SGA should not be consistent with the college policy of 
maintaining a 2.0 cum.
A cum requirement often exists in organizations for the 
purpose of excluding certain people. It serves the same 
purpose in this case and they are people that the SGA 
cannot afford to lose.
The last referendum question askes “ should classes be 
funded?”  The class structure has been largely unsuccessful 
but that does not mean that it is totally undeserving of 
funds. The classes do render a smaller type o f programming 
that often cannot be obtained from the Class One 
organizations.
The concept o f a class board or council is a good one. 
The classes would be more effective as a single organization 
than four floundering ones.
In the past few weeks I have come 
across two eloquent pleas concerning 
post-Vietnam behavior in America. 
The first, by Russell Baker, calls for a 
cooling-off period: a time when the 
POWs should be hurrahed long 
enough as some compensation for 
their wasted years, a time when 
questions o f amnesty and war crimes 
should be neatly tucked away for a 
time when passions and convictions 
have lost some o f their intensity. This 
is a time for neither rejoicing, 
rejoinder nor reflection. It is a time, 
Baker feels, for a brief, temporary 
spell o f collective forgetfulness.
The second plea comes from 
Sister Elizabeth McAllister, who 
argues that not only should we never 
forget what hell took place in 
southeast Asia, but also should never 
forget our collective responsibility 
for creating that hell. The problem is 
not a question o f lowering but o f 
heightening our concern — not a
question o f pricking a few individual 
consciences, but o f an outright 
jousting match with the conscience 
o f a nation.
“ THEY”
For all too many o f us, the issue 
at hand will seem irrelevant How can 
we remember or forget something 
which we never saw, felt or 
experienced first hand? For years, 
the horrors o f  Vietnam had been 
reduced to the dimensions o f our 
television sets. Our wrath had been 
directed (or our apathy had been 
non-directed) to an indefinite, 
amorphous aggregate called “ they” .
Are we mature cnought to turn 
that wrath upon ourselves for our 
collective guilt? For how can we have 
hope for mankind if we entertain no 
hope for each man? Dare we forget 
that "crimes committed against 
humanity” are crimes committed 
against individual humans? That gross 
indifference to the anguish o f others
amounts to a gross indifference to 
the condition o f our own souls?
BALM
S o m e  may  ar gue  t ha t  
forgetfulness is a balm which aids 
time in healing wounds, in soothing 
those who still cry out for revenge. 
But what do we remember about a 
war? The dates, the places, the times, 
the tonnage o f bombs dropped, the 
winner, the loser. We remember the 
statistics. Do we remember all the 
mothers’ sons? The lost limbs and 
lives? The accumulated decibels of 
screams? The tormented souls? These 
are the mind-convulsing realities of 
war; these are the first things to be 
forgotten as a war ends; these are the 
last things to be remembered as a war 
begins.
I agree with Sister McAllister. We 
cannot allow ourselves to indulge in 
forgetfulness. Forgetfulness is a 
reward for the innocent, not the 
corrupt.
'A N Y O N E  W A N T  TO TAKE THE M ARTH A  C A LL ? '
Guest Spot
Bias Leads to Boycott
By the Gulf. Action Group
The MSC Gulf Action Group 
agrees with the MONTCLARION 
editorial o f April 12 that Gulf Oil 
must be opposed. Gulf, one of 30 
American companies in “ Portuguese”  
Africa, accounts for twice as much
investment as the other 29 combined 
— a position  o f  dominance 
unmatched by any single US 
corporation in neighboring South 
Africa.
The group also agrees that 
informed opposition to Gulf is 
essential, and to this end we are 
distributing information sheets on 
campus and have assembled a file o f 
documentation on Gulf’s role in 
Angola that may be consulted in the 
library. Furthermore, we recommend 
that a committee o f  students and 
faculty constitute itself to review
future bids by other oil companies. 
The Corporate Information Center o f 
the National Council o f  Churches has 
offered the use o f its files on 
corporate involvement in southern 
Africa.
ISOLATIONISM
The extraordinary statements 
attributed to Mr. Greg Carroll in the 
same issue o f the MONTCLARION 
cannot go unchallenged. Mr. Carrol 
apparently agrees “ philosophically”  
with the charges against Gulf but 
seems unwilling or unable to act on 
those convictions. Instead he 
p r o p o s e s  a head-in-the-sand 
isolationism that comes o ff badly 
when set against the denunciations 
by the UN, by major church bodies 
and by the leaders o f the Angolan 
struggle for independence o f foreign 
corporate investment in colonialist 
and racist regimes in southern Africa.
His hasty comment on Gulf’s 
d o m e s t i c  r e c o r d  a g a i ns t  
discrimination is inaccurate as well as 
irrelevant. To cite one instance, the 
Dayton City Council rejected a low 
bid from Gulf last year because of 
Gulf's poor minority-hiring record 
locally. As far as the students 
employed at the Gulf station are 
concerned, the Group has made
known from the beginning our 
concern to protect their jobs. 
EXCERPT
And as for Mr. Carroll’s view that 
Gulf is not “ politically involved”  in 
Angola, the Group offers the 
following excerpt from a recent 
article by Robert Sherrill in the 
Nation:
“ We might also bear in mind some o f 
the “ internationalism”  o f the giant 
corporation in the past... Recalling 
the Nazi fifth column set up in South 
American business establishments, 
Berle wrote o f how the US 
Government asked our corporations 
to break o ff relations with the Hitler 
underground and o f how “ one 
famous corporation objected, and its 
vice-president was sent to Washington 
to argue with the Under Secretary of 
State. His argument was direct and 
simple. His corporation, he said, was 
not in politics o f  any kind...”
We would like to take this 
opportunity to challenge Greg Carroll 
and any Gulf representative he 
prefers to debate the issues o f the 
Gulf question some time during the 
week o f April 30 - May 4. Gulf has 
refused to send a representative to 
our April 26 forum. Don’t buy 
Gulf!
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MONTCLARION Conference
SG A Contenders 6 the Press’
By Carla Capizzi
Staff Writer
A dozen contenders for key SGA 
posts were questioned by students 
and reporters at a MONTCLARION 
press con ference on Tuesday 
afternoon.
The annual conference brought 
together most o f the SGA recognized
that the SGA “ set obtainable goals,” 
be “ efficient,”  and “ prove itself.”  He 
also stated that the SGA had gone 
beyond its bounds. Earlier in the 
conference, he had said he hoped to 
“ bring the SGA home to our 
students.”
Mike King,  Drop-In Center 
director, agreed that the SGA did not
AUDIENCE PARTICIPATES  —  M O N TCLARIO N  staffers loon on as SGA rep 
Stan-Domozyk (right) poses a question to student trustee candidate Sam 
Crane during annual press conference.
candidates for that organization’s 
executive positons, as well as current 
SGA president Sam Crane, lone 
contender for the student seat on the 
Board o f Trustees.
POWER
A query on the role and 
implementation o f student power 
received a wide range o f responses. 
Angelo Genova said the SGA s only 
p o w e r  at  p resent  was to 
“ recommend.”  The sophomore class 
president felt that “ power lies in 
accomplishment.”  He recommended
“ have power now,” but said that 
“ administrative channels are open.”  
He called for SGA “ follow-through” 
beyond the recommending stage, 
using “ the tools open to u$. ”  King 
also felt the SGA should aim for long 
term as well as immediate goals.
Current SGA veep Ragan thinks 
the organization should concern itself 
with the state and the federal 
government as well as campus affairs. 
She pointed to the use o f a statewide 
student union to gain more student 
power. Such a union could help win a
(ê rem lm  Geno ÏÏJater
J. D. Hile
vote for the student Board rep, she 
noted.
Wayne Russin, “ running as a 
Socialist,”  saw mobilization and 
organization as the means to wield 
student pow er. He suggested 
organizing students from each county 
to follow the actions o f their state 
legislators and actively communicate 
with them.
Genova, King, Ragan and Russin 
all agreed on the value o f interaction 
with other state colleges. Genova saw 
such co-operation as a “ power base 
for all state colleges.”  Ragan felt it 
would be “ beneficial”  to MSC to 
work with other colleges, private as 
well as state.
T h e  p r e s i d e n t i a l  and 
vice-presidentia l candidates all 
acknowledged the presence o f a rift 
between the SGA and the Class One 
organizations. Genova blamed both 
groups for the breakdown on 
communications. He noted that the 
Class Ones have become “ so 
autonomous they only go to the SGA 
fo r  m on ey .”  King fel t the 
organizations should keep the SGA 
informed o f their workings through 
regular reports. Ragan commented 
that the SGA had tried to institute 
the collection o f minutes from the 
organizations in an attempt to 
maintain communications. Russin 
stated that the Class Ones should be 
more “ responsive”  to the SGA. 
COMMUNICATION
Vice-presidential candidates Tom 
Barrett and Debby Gerdes both 
suggested that the Class Ones have a 
representative present at every SGA 
meeting. Barrett, co-chairman of the 
Council on Commuter Affairs, urged
the Class Ones and the SGA to 
maintain an “ open door policy for 
communications.”  Gerdes, a member 
o f  th e  SGA appropriat ions 
committee, felt there was also no 
communication among the Class 
Ones themselves.
A n o t h e r  v i ce-president i al  
candidate, Betty Ann O’Keefe, 
recommended that the SGA act more 
as a central steering committee and 
g ea r  i t s e l f  m o r e  t owards
c o - o r d i n a t i n g  i t s  v a r i o u s  
organizations. The fourth contender 
for the number two spot, Chris 
B r e e d e n ,  d e s c r i b e d  S G A  
appropriations as “ disgraceful”  and 
c a l l e d  i ts r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  
“ unbalanced.”  The Army veteran 
claimed that allocation of funds 
“ doesn’t represent all factors.”
The three candidates for treasurer 
were asked if financial policies would 
be tightened or followed in their
present set-up. Miguel Mena and 
Maria Oliva said they would try the 
present policies to sec how they 
would work out. However, Clive 
Brown voiced concern that there 
might be flaws in the present 
system’s separation o f powers. 
SERVICES
On other financial matters, the 
presidential candidates agreed that 
SGA services like the Drop-In Center 
and free legal aid should be
continued. Genova noted that these 
c o u l d  be f inanced out o f  
unappropriated surplus without 
depleting organizational budgets. 
King commented that such services 
were “ relatively inexpensive”  and 
expressed his support of another 
service, a child day care center. 
Ragan said she “ can’t see splitting the 
money (appropriations) any other 
way.”  Russin stated that he would 
not sign any bill “ not responsive to 
students as a whole.”
A TIME FOR THOUGHT  —  SGA presidential contenders Michael King, 
Angelo Genova and Kathy Ragan (left to right) consider the issues. Wayne 
Russin, a fourth candidate fo r  the top spot, also took part in the discussion.
Election Poll
Presidential Lead Slim
By Carol Giordano
Staff Writer
A pol l  taken Tuesday by 
M O N TC LA R IO N  staff members 
indicates that none of the SGA 
presidential  candidates had a 
substant ial  l ead as elect ion 
campaigning got under way.
Current SGA vice-president Kathy 
Ragan held a slim lead over 
sophomore class president Angelo 
Genova, with Michael King, SGA 
public relations director and Drop-In 
Center leader, running third.
Tom Barrett, SGA legislator, 
a p p a r e n t l y  l e a d s  o t he r ,  
vice-presidential hopefuls Chris
Breeden, Debbie Gerdes, and Betty 
O’Keefe.
UNDECIDED
The large number o f undecided 
voters places a great deal o f 
importance on this week’s campaign 
and renders any possible predictions 
unreliable at this time.
MSC students rejected two of the 
three referendum questions that will 
appear on the SGA ballot next 
Monday and Tuesday. By a 56.7% to 
27.6% margin those sampled turned 
down a proposal to lower the 
percentage o f the student body 
required to vote in order to amend 
the SGA constitution and to validate
results o f referendum questions. 
61.4% did not approve o f a measure 
to lower the required cumulative 
average o f candidates from 2.5 to 
2.0.
The students polled did, however, 
favor retaining the academic classes 
(freshman, sophomore, junior and 
senior) as Class One organizations 
receiving a budget and funds from 
the SGA.
Bal l ot t i ng  was conducted 
randomly in various campus locations 
including the Student Center, Life 
Hall, Sprague Library, Partridge Hall 
and the math-science, music and fine 
arts buildings.
MONTCLARION SGA Poll
Honest Answers Needed
Sample Size: 250 
Not Voting: 17.5%
Voting: 54.3% Undecided: 28.2%
Endorsing candidates for student 
elections was never one o f my 
favorite pastimes. It’s a losing 
proposition sure to make enemies 
and few friends. So this year I will 
follow better judgment and let the 
contenders battle it out.
However, 1 think the reader 
should be informed as to how 
important the forthcoming elections 
are. Those o f you who intend to sit 
on your duffs can now turn 
elsewhere since this concerns a 
foreign topic - involvement.
This column will be brief. For the 
past tw.o years the SGA has been 
wallowing in various stages o f 
mediocrity. We’ve had one chief-exec 
who showed a benign neglect o f the 
legislature, and the organization 
declined. These last two semesters a
man full o f non-commital platitudes 
has allowed the SGA to believe it is 
in control o f  student affairs. 
DANGER
It would indeed be wonderful if 
this blatant lie were true. But it isn’t 
and what's worse the SGA is in grave 
danger o f  being financially castrated 
due to executive bungling. Yet, the 
upcoming elections allow some 
optimism.
Students have the chance of 
turning things around. All three 
leading candidates are qualified for 
the job o f presidency. But the one 
who deserves the support is the one. 
who can answer the following 
questions.
Will the next chief-exec have a 
plan for actualizing student power? 
By this I mean a vote on the Board o f
Trustees and control o f various 
college functions — like perhaps the 
Student Center? No broad statements 
on this subject please, just honest 
commitment.
ANSWERS
Will forthright answers replace 
idiotic “ no comment”  rebuffs in the 
next administration? This is what was 
largely responsible for the faltering of 
SGA - Class One organizational 
relationships.
Finally, will the new president be 
willing not to compromise the 
executive position by accepting 
on-campus jobs or by allowing power 
to go to his or her head?
The person who can honestly 
answer these questions in a positive 
sense should be the next president o f 
the SGA.
Presidential Candidates: 
Angelo Genova: 18.1% 
Michael King: 10.2%
Kathy Ragan: 22.0%
Vice-Presidendal Candidates: 
Tom Barrett: 16.5%
Chris Breeden: 6.3%
Debbie Gerdes: 4.7%
Treasurer Candidates:
Miguel Mena: 14.2%
Maria Oliva: 28.3%
Secretarial Candidates: 
Maggie Capuano: 15.7% 
Blanche Smith: 8.7%
Wayne Russin: 1.0% 
Robert C. Smith: 0.0% 
Undecided: 48.4% 
Other: 0.0%
Betty O’Keefe: 1.0% 
Undecided: 69.9% 
Other: 1.6%
Undecided: 55.9% 
Other: 0.0%
Undecided: 74.6% 
Other: 1.0%
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SciFi 'Soylent’
A  Real Shocker
By Hal Plain
Staff Reviewer
"Soylent Green's" virtues and 
faults both stem from the basic 
premise of the film . Intended as a 
warning against the damage we are 
doing to our environment, the film  as 
such does its job well. However, it 
does suffer the fault that most films 
of its genre have — the plot is so 
one-sided and forced that it tends to 
be simpleminded and unreal.
The screenplay by Stanley R. 
Greenberg, adapted from "Make 
Room, Make Room!”  by Harry 
Harrison, deals with a society which 
is in the final stages of destroying 
itself through over-population and 
pollution. Food and space are at the 
bare minimum for many while a few 
still live in luxury. Violence is 
perpetual, from food riots to the 
psychological and moral destruction 
of women as "fu rn itu re " who come 
with the apartments o f the rich. They 
don't complain; at least they eat and 
live well.
CORRUPTIONS OF our own era, 
from Watergate to the Pentagon 
Papers, have been carried to their 
logical-illogical extreme. Everyone 
from the governor of the state to the 
police, right through prive industry, 
is on the take.
Essentially a murder mystery, 
"Soylent Green" is the search for a 
secret that has profound importance 
to the continuation of mankind. The 
murdered man was an executive of 
the most powerful force in the 
society, the food company. The
secret revolves around Soylent Green, 
a highly nurtitious food concentrate. 
There is something wrong with the 
food substitute and when the secret 
is discovered, it's a real shocker.
The film  stars Charlton Heston, 
the screen's most experienced time 
traveler, Leigh Taylor-Young and 
Edward G. Robinson in his last role 
before his death. "Soylent" co-stars 
Chuck Conners, Joseph Cotton, 
Brock Peters and Paula Kelly. The 
acting is two dimensional and 
stereotyped except for police agent 
Heston and Robinson, who plays a 
police "book,”  a former professor 
who, in a time when one needs 
professors, does research for the 
police. Robinson is a joy to watch.
Still the film  is worth seeing. Its 
message is clear — a society cannot 
feed off itself and survive.
Deep
Purple:
Playing
With
Fire__
2022: AN  EARTH TRAGEDY — A food rio t brings out r io t control trucks to scoop up the protestors like garbage in 
Metro-Go!dwyn-Mayer's "Soylent Green."
By Kathy Czado
Staff Reviewer
What happens when the 
casino a rock group was 
supposed to record their new 
album in is burned to the 
ground?
Deep Purple was left 
looking at the ruins with no 
place to put together their 
a lbum  “ M achine Head," 
recen tly  released on the 
Warner Bros, label.
The Montreux, Switzerland 
gambling casino was left in 
ashes, forcing the group to 
look elsewhere for a place to 
record. They combed the city
and finally came upon an old 
hotel which wasn't quite grand 
but was functional. Sectioning 
o ff a hallway, they put a few 
matresses around and in three 
weeks came out with their 
best album yet.
"Smoke on the Water," 
probably the most catchy tune 
on the album, rips through the 
scene of the burning casino: 
"We all came out to Montreux 
On the Lake Geneva shoreline 
To make records with a mobile 
We didn 't have much time 
Frank Zappa and The Mothers 
Were at the best place around
But some stupid with a flare gun 
Burned the place to the ground 
Smoke on the water, fire in the 
sky."
~ \
As Circus magazine's June 
1973 issue said: “ The 
rhythmic squeals of Ritchie 
Blackmore’s guitar leap like 
tongues of fire into the 
introduction, then rise higher 
as John Lord's throaty organ 
and Ian Paice's rumbling bass 
enter one by one to feed them 
fuel. Finally, the soft, charcoal 
grit of Ian Gillan's voice eases 
the story of the Montreux fire 
into rocking blaze."
Come To Quarterly’s 
Multi-Media Thing
Thurs., May 10 7:30 pm 
L-135 Fine Arts Auditorium
Poetry - Music - Food
Free
Collegium Musicum
MONTCLARIONfThun.. A pril X .  1973.9.
Krumhorns and Sackbuts— Beautiful Music
THE ACADEMIC RESEARCH GROUP, INC.
240 Park Avenue 
Rutherford, N.J. 07070  
(201) 939-0189
REPORTS, PAPERS, RESEARCH M ATERIAL
Quality Service. Low Rates 
Call, write or come in.
Mon-Fri: 9-4 Sat: 10-3
M O N T C L A R IO N /J o a n  M lk e tz u k
PRITHEE, MAKE MERRY -  Several members o f the Collegium Musicum dash o ff a few bars for their only concert o f 
the 1972-73 season to be held Sun., April 30 at 4 pm in Memorial Auditorium.
Your head is where it's at!
_J-aôhion C u r t
"specializing in unisex cuts" 
$6.00 complete with blow dry 
Phone: 744-9699 
or 744-4024 
547A Valley Road 
Upper Montclair, N.J.
one acts
DYNAMIC DUO
Anita D'Aquino, mezzo-soprano and Jeffrey 
Buhrman, baritone, will present a jo in t recital on 
Fri., April 27 at 8 pm in McEachern Recital Hall. 
The two MSC juniors w ill be accompanied by 
pianist Helen Podence and harpist Jody Freeman. 
For two early 17th century pieces Dan Moore will 
accompany them on the harpsichord. The singers 
will perform several duets as well as solos. Both the 
ba riton e  and mezzo-soprano have recently 
completed a television production of Monteverdi's 
" I l  Combattimento di Tancredi e Clorinda," in 
which they sang the title  roles.
NINE ANGRY PEOPLE
"The Trial of the Catonsville Nine," a film 
dramatizing the prosecution of the Berrigan 
brothers and their associates, will be shown in the 
Student Center's ballroom A on Mon., April 30 at 
11:30 and 7 pm
MUSIC IN THE A IR
MSC's Symphonic Band w ill play on the 
Student Center's west balcony on Wed., May 2 at 
noon. The concert is the first in a three-part 
outdoor lunchtime series.
May 10, 1973
April 29, at 4 pm in MSC's 
McEachern Recital Hall.
The Collegium Musicum is a loose 
aggregate of musicians interested in 
authentic performance of medieval 
and Renaissance music. The group 
meets informally each week with 
Thomas Wilt, its director, to study 
and play works of the 15th, 16th and 
17th cen tu ries . Such music, 
according to Wilt, utilizes many old 
instruments which until recently 
were found only in museums.
In the group performing on April 
29 Wilt, who plays trebe viol, bass 
viol and recorders and an alumnus, 
Edmund Moderacki on recorders, 
krumhorn and sackbut, w ill be joined 
by fp u r  undergraduate music 
students: Heather Hall, recorders and 
cross flute, Patricia Ferrara, bass 
recorder and harpsichord, Linda 
Morris, soprano and recorders and 
Kent LaRue, lute and percussion.
"This music," Wilt says, "has 
great charm and beauty and is 
reaching more of the general public
each year. As four or five hundred 
years have elapsed since the music 
was written, performance knowledge 
is very meager and all old music buffs 
exercise considerable shcolarship, 
practical musicianship and creative 
imagination in their performances."
During the first part of the 
program secural music by Dufay, 
O brecht, Josquin, Gabrieli and 
Schein w ill be heard. Following 
intermission the consort w ill perform 
English music by J Doland, Tye and 
Purcell.
The group, which is completely 
self-funded, was first heard in the 
Montclair State Players production of 
"As You Like I t."
T ic k e t information may be 
obtained by calling 893-5231.
The Montclair State College 
Collegium Musicum will present its 
only concert this season on Sun.,
Kent LaRue
Musicum Member 
On the Lute.
T ot Dave BOV«'
O f* .
ss» -Sr:.if,,y —— -
W r f  < H *
1 ' St-13 VTM»'
26Apf»'
7 :30 PW-
A u d i t o r i
A r«Fine
A d « * * « 0 **Free
Warehousemen Laborers
MUSCLE POWER?
Strong and Willing to Work?
Available 1-2-3-4-5 Days?
See How Good it is to Earn Extra $$
No Fee
A - l
INDUSTRIAL TEMPORARIES
115 Bloomfield Ave., Caldwell 228-1302
Material Handlers Packers
Entertainment was his world — he vowed to make it big.
Keep this Date Open
"So Long Joey" relates the story of Dave Boyer's search for recognition in the 
entertainment world. He was on his way, but things didn't click; he still lacked real 
purpose for life and a sense of personal adequacy.
Suicide seemed the only way out, when he discovered something that radically and 
permanently changed his lifestyle.
Why?
Quarterly Will Present its
"S o  Long Joey"
Fine Arts Auditorium
Thursday, April 26, 7:30 pm
FREE
Fall Multi-Mediathing !
10. MON TCLA ft ION/Thun., A pril 26. 1973.
Senior Banquet
May 18 ,19 7 3
Neptune Inn, Route 4, Paramus
Tickets -- $8 Person
350 Seats Available 
Seniors Only
Last Class Blast!
Still On Sale
Tickets On Sale May 7
Also...
Senior Ball Bids
Still On Sale
Student Center Lobby 9am-3pm
Wayne Manor 
May 4
$15 Couple
MONTOLA R ION/Thun., A pril 26. 1973.11.
the scorecard Netmen Undefeated
BASEBALL (RECORD: 6 4)
April 12 MSC 9, New York Institute 0 
April 14 MSC 1, Glassboro 2 
April 16 MSC 9, Newark State 0 
April 19 MSC 15, William Paterson 9 
April 21 MSC 6, Trenton State 11 
April 23 MSC 4, St. Peters 2 (6 innings) 
LACROSSE (RECORD: 2-1)
April 13 MSC 8, CCNY 2
April 18 MSC 3, FDU 4
MEN'S TENNIS (RECORD: 6-0)
April 14 MSC 5, Glassboro 4
April 16 MSC 9, Seton Hall 0
April 17 MSC 7, Jersey City 2
April 21 MSC 6, NYU 3
April 23 MSC 6, Newark State 0
MEN'S TRACK (RECORD: 2-1)
April 14 MSC 71, William Paterson 73
GOLF (RECORD: 1-4)
April 12 MSC 9, Newark Rutgers 10 
April 16 MSC 31/2, East Stroudsburg 131/2 
April 16 MSC 7’/2, William Paterson 101/2 
April 23 MSC 5, Glassboro 13
Human Relations Laboratory 
and
The Experimental Theater Group
Present
Likwid Theater
"A n  Experiment in Sensory Awareness"
May 4-5 
Tickets $.74 
On sale April 30 
In Student Center
PROBLEM PREGNANCY
Help is an near as your phone 
call 427-5142 
Free and Confidential
mean  
I get In 
fo ra b u c k  
iS I show  
school 
card?”
That’s right! You save $1.50 every time. 
i YOU NEVER KNOW WHAT TO EXPECT AT
\i7jr i7MrmnPi
| 9 RACES NIGHTLY • 3 PERFECTAS • THE GIANT SUPERFECTA k T ^ C ijC ß U K U J  ‘iSS 'ISS i0  
DAILY DOUBLE CLOSES 8 25 • GENERAL ADMISSION S2 50 /  " l * ™ <
RACING RAIN OR SHINE* GLASS-ENCLOSED GRANDSTAND 
QUICKWAY EXIT 104 • FOR INFORMATION AND DINNER RESERVATIONS CALL 19141 794-4100
There was no vacation for the Montclair State men's tennis team during the 
Easter break. The squad made good use of the respite from study to string up 
five opponents and compile their present 6-0 record.
Showers washed out Monday’s doubles competition against Newark State, 
but with the Indians leading 6-0 at the end of singles play, the final result was 
already decided.
JOHN DONLEYCOTT and Al Huie each took 12 straight games, winning 
their matches, 6-0, 6-0. Kevin Schmidt lost only one game in 13 as he 
registered a 6-0, 6-1 victory.
Tom Krukeil led the squad in Saturday's 6-3 win over New York 
University. The sophomore bested Dan Ve net in straight sets, 6-2, 6-0, and
George List Kim Marchese
Duo's Victory Beats Glassboro
teamed with Donleycott in first doubles to take Venet and Ron Bremberg, 
6-2, 6-4.
Jersey City was the Indians' fourth victim o f the year, falling to the MSC 
team, 7-2. Schmidt and Huie led the onslaught with singles victories over Mike 
Pechles and Pete Washo, respectively. Dave Rothman combined with Huie to 
top Jersey City's Nick Poitewik and Bruce Houghlaling, 6-2, 7-5.
PREVIOUSLY, THE team had scored their second whitewash of the 
season, blanking Seton Hall, 9-0, in a rescheduled contest. The Indians allowed 
the Pirates only one set the entire match.
Glassboro State gave MSC a run for it, giving them the closest contest to 
date. But the Indians took the April 14 match, 5-4, on the doubles win of Kim 
Marchese and George List. The MSC duo, despite suffering a first set loss, 5-7, 
came back to defeat John Dannenhaur and Scott Magann, 6-4 and 6-2.
MSC will host Bloomfield College tomorrow at 2 pm before traveling to 
Upsala on Monday for a 3 pm match. Monmouth College invades the Indians' 
territory on Wednesday with game time set at 2:30 pm
M O N T C L A R IO N /A lic e  G a lo faro  
STRUNG UP: The women's tennis 
team opened their season yesterday 
against Monmouth College. The 
women host Long Island University 
today at 4 pm and Upsala College 
Monday at 3 :30pm.
Intramurals Rolling
One-on-One Tourney Set
Montclair State students may not 
be able to mimic actress Victoria 
Medlin on the Vital is commercials by 
slapping Pete Rose in the gut, but 
they w ill be going at each other 
one-on-one under the boards a la the 
NBA Vitalis-sponsored one-on-one 
tournament.
The ac tio n  commences on
Wednesday at 7 pm in the main gyms 
with the preliminary contests taking 
place on the wood backboards and 
the finals under the plexiglass. If 
necessary, the  finals will be 
conducted on Thursday night.
THE RULES are similar to the 
NBA one-on-one regulations. Each 
game w ill consist of 20 points with
citelli Motorcycles
/  a ; THE ONLY MOTORCYCLE 
WITH A 25,000-MILE OR 
25-MONTH WARRANTY
6S cc MIW acu 10 7S0 cc SUPtR SIX ailtMR
173 GLENRIDGE AVE. 
MONTCLAIR 
783-5380. a
LITTLE CAR CO.
Authorized Bent Ui Seiet, Service i  Peris
STARLIGHT FORMALS
For tuxedos that fit.
F R EE
SUIT TO G ROOM WITH 
WEDDING PARTY OF SIX 
OR MORE 
168 B loo m fie ld  Ave.
C aldw ell, NJ 
2 2 6 -1 1 0 0
78  W ashington SL  
B lo o m fie ld , NJ 
7 4 3 -7 5 6 6
4 5 1  S pringfie ld  Ave. 
S u m m it  NJ 
2 7 3 -6 6 5 0
the winner having to hold at least a 
four-point margin. There w ill be a 
12-minute lim it on each game.
SOFTBALL AND SLO PITCH
In addition to the one-on-one 
to u rn a m e n t, the In tra m u ra ls  
Department is also offering a men's 
softball league and a co-ed slo-pitch 
league during the spring.
The men's league will begin play 
on Sunday, May 6, and play on 
Sundays only. Registration is open 
until noon on Wednesday.
THE CO-ED league will play 
Mondays through Thursdays and 
begin action on Monday, May 7. 
Registration will close on noon next 
Thursday.
Applications are available at the 
Student Center information desk and 
the In tram ura l Office in the 
basement of College High School. 
Students can also apply during the 
e v e n in g s , S undays th rough  
Thursdays, 7-9:45 pm, at the night 
office of the Intramural Department 
located in the lobby of Panzer Gym 
at the snack bar.
P-Q4 AND ALL THAT
Deadline for the first round of the 
chess tournament is Monday at noon. 
A ll score sheets of games played must 
be handed in by that time to the 
Intramural Office, basement of 
College High School, for the games to 
be officially counted and pairings for 
the second round established.
TURN AROUND, LOOK A T  ME: MSC freshman Tim Flynn (15) cradles the 
ball away from a CCNY defender in action Friday the 13th. The Indians 
polished o f f  CCNY, 8-2, but fell to Fairleigh Dickinson University last 
Wednesday, 4-3.
Stickmen Hum m in’ 
The 2nd H alf Blues
By Joan Miketzuk
Sports Writer
It's called the "second half letdown blues,”  and while 
it doesn’t  bite babies and dogs, it sure hits lacrosse teams 
hard.
Lately, it's been hitting the Montclair State lacrosse 
team w ith some vicious poke checks. But last Wednesday 
was the backbreaker as the Indians fell to Fairleigh 
Dickinson University C£eaneck) 4-3, when the Knights 
scored three goals in the second half.
BILL NEVILLE tallied an unassisted goal in the first 
quarter to open the scoring and give FDU a 1-0 edge. MSC 
fought back, though, and managed to take the lead before 
the first stanza ended.
Houston Webber answered Neville's goal with an 
unassisted marker of his own and also originated the play 
that led to Bill Paladino's third goal of the season.
Webber put another shot by goalie Paul Molinczak 
before the whistle ended the half and the Indians relaxed 
with a 3-1 halftime lead.
BUT THE "second half letdown blues" feeds on such 
things as relaxation and thrives in the climate of cooling 
perspiration. Thus it wasn't long before Neville put the 
Knights within one w ith a little  help from Mike McKenna.
Jim Cotter knotted the score and McKenna fed Nash 
for the gamewinner in the fourth period. Netminder Bob 
Heath handled 13 shots to Molinczak's nine.
A few days earlier, on the infamous Friday the 13th, 
the "blues" decided to go easy on the Indians when they 
hosted City College of New York. Starting off strong with
a four-goal first period, the Indians faltered in the third 
stanza, but rallied for two goals in the fourth period to 
make the final score 8-2.
WEBBER CONVERTED a pass from middie George 
Fabian, Carmine Cuozzo put an unassisted goal by CCNY 
netminder Mike Rispoli and Bill Davies scored his first 
goal of the season on a pass from Paladino. All before the 
first period was 10 minutes old.
The barrage sent CCNY reeling, but they came up with 
a goal of their own when MSC was a man down. Gary 
Kunkel put a shot by goalie Heath who stopped 12 such 
shots that afternoon before yielding his position to 
backup Ian Foreman late in the fourth quarter.
But Webber and Paladino went back on the attack and 
the former tallied his second goal of the afternoon on an 
assist from the latter. In the second session, Rich Keller 
put MSC up 5-1, converting a Webber pass for his first 
goal o f the season.
PALADINO ALSO scored before the half ended.
But the "blues" could not resist a little  fun and as 
coach Al Jackson worriedly paced the sidelines, George 
Najjar netted an unassisted goal to pull CCNY to within 
four.
Webber settled the team down with the last of his hat 
tricks (three goals) before Rudy Simek scored his first of 
the year.
THE'TEA M  will host New York Maritime College 
tomorrow at 4 pm at Brookdale Park. MSC will also meet 
Southampton College on Tuesday at 3:30 pm at 
Brookdale.
/MSC Nine Falters
By Joe Castronovo
Sports Writer
You win some, you lose some. 
But why is it that w ith the MSC 
baseball team, the some you win 
aren't nearly as important as the 
some you lose?
Over the past two weeks, the 
Indians have beaten New York 
Institute of Technology, 9-0, Newark 
State by the same score, and William 
Paterson, 15-9. So far, so good. Now 
for the flipside. The tribe was beaten 
by Newark State, 7-1, (figure that 
one out), lost a heartbreaker to 
Glassboro, 2-1, and threw away 
almost any hope for an NJSACC title  
by handing a game to Trenton State, 
11-6.
MSC NOW stands at 3-3 in the 
league and have just about nailed 
down the lid on their coffin by 
p lay ing  so haphazardly as to 
contribute to Trenton State's 4-0 
conference mark by committing five 
errors (three in one inning) in their
most recent league contest Saturday.
In that catastrophe, Trenton State 
exploded for five runs in the sixth 
inning on only three hits. However, 
three crucial fielding blunders on 
behalf of the hometeam did the trick 
for the Lions.
With the bases loaded, on errors 
Lion pitcher Chet Snook (with a 
name like that, how can you lose?) 
came up and promptly belted the ball 
over the left field fence.
SUDDENLY COLLINS found 
himself trailing 7-5, wondering how it 
all happened. The tribe never did 
catch up. Collins suffered his first 
defeat in three mound assignments.
The previous Saturday saw MSC 
fireballer Rich Waller strike out 12 
batters, walk only one and allow just 
three hits against Glassboro State at 
Glassboro. There was one minor 
problem however. The Profs just 
happened to win the game.
Here's how it happened: With the 
score 1-1 in the eighth inning, Bruce
Carter went to first on a force play, 
stole second, got up and dusted 
himself o ff and scrambled over to 
third on a wild pitch. He came home 
on a headsup play after Dale 
Woodward grounded to third and the 
throw went to first.
WHAT MAKES matters worse is 
that MSC clubbed 10 hits and left 15 
men stranded on base. How much 
more can a team take? That remains 
to be seen.
IN  A N O TH E R  scorekeeper's 
nightmare, MSC throttled league rival 
William Paterson, 15-9, Thursday, 
scoring five runs in the sixth inning 
with the score 6-3 in their favor. 
Waller, coming back from the 
Glassboro loss, went 6-1/3 innings, 
struck out 12, walked three and 
allowed seven runs on eight hits to 
even his record at 1-1. Tony 
Scarlatelli blasted two homers for the 
Indians accounting for five runs. 
Cosentino also homered.
M O N T C L A R IO N /S c o tt  W inter 
THE STRETCH AND THE PITCH: Rich Waller goes into a windup against 
Adelphi University on Tuesday. The MSC freshman suffered his second loss, 
allowing four runs in eight innings and striking out nine. The Indians were 
only able to muster one run in the game on three hits as four errors did them
IVI on te la r  ion
Voi. 47, No. 30 Montclair, N.J. 07043
Golfers Stumble 
But Trip Helps
M O N T C L A R IO N /E d d  O 'C o n n o r
PASSING THE BUCK? Coach George Horn's "not complaining" even though his MSC track team dropped four out o f 
five contests over the Easter holiday. "We had seven guys in Florida, that's why we lost to Paterson," Horn explained. 
The team did better than usual in last Tuesday's quadrangular meet, despite losing to S t John's University, Central 
Connecticut State College, and Fairleigh Dickinson University. "A t least we came close," offered Horn. "Usually 
Fairleigh beats us by 60 points or more. This time i t  was only six po in ts." The trackmen have one more meet, at 
Trenton A pril 30. and go from there into a number o f championships to conclude the season.
By John Tobiason
Sports Writer
"You can't learn to play golf on the blackboard," said Montclair State 
College golf coach Jerry DeRosa. "This is why our trip was such a helpful kind 
of a thing," he added.
The stocky, genial PGA pro was speaking last Tuesday in Life Hall about 
the golf team's Easter Vacation trip to Virginia Beach, Va.
" IT  WAS a very helpful clinic type of thing. By means of such a workshop 
I could get together w ith the kids and go over the game," DeRosa continued.
Three players, Bob Nitzewitz, Tim O'Brien and Russ Parkhurst traveled 
from Tuesday, the 17th, til Saturday, the 21st. They played Newport News 
Country Club, Elizabeth Manor, and on Friday, Williamsburg Country Club 
("The best," said DeRose, "a real monster.")
Upon their return, the golfers lost, Monday, to Glassboro. This 13-5 defeat, 
combined with an overtime playoff loss to Newark Rutgers Apr. 12, losses to 
East Stroundsburg State College and William Paterson College ("Good 
matches," said DeRosa) and an opening victory over Monmouth College for a 
1-4 record.
"I've  never coached a losing season," said DeRosa, " I  think we're going to 
get better though," he grinned.
THE COACH said O'Brien was "really coming along."
"H is tying Steve Tucker (GSC) was a tremendous deal," the silver haired 
coach added. Tom Rucsincki, recently involved in a bad car accident,is also 
doing a “ tremendous job ." Billy Asdal continued business as usual, beating 
tough Greg Farrow, a Miami transfer, in the Glassboro match. His record is 
27-5.
"We've got to get more experience and play more matches," explained 
DeRosa. "Next year we're going to f i t  our schedule into vacation."
"N ext year?”  Already?
